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HWH® Four-Point, Computer-Controlled
Air Leveling helps take the back-work (and
mind-work) out of leveling your RV.  With
the touch of a button, you can quickly level
your coach, using your RV’s existing sus-
pension air bags, without ever leaving the
driver’s seat.   We take into consideration
the Owner’s preferences and the manufac-
turer’s specifications and create a system
designed and manufactured specifically for
your RV.   Hydraulic leveling can also be added.

EASY TO USE: With the touch of a button, the 
system’s computer automatically levels the coach. 

FAST & EFFICIENT: The coach is automatically
leveled in approximately three to five minutes.  Time
varies for different leveling situations.  

RECHECKS FOR LEVEL: Computer automati-
cally rechecks for level every 30 minutes and auto-
matically re-levels, if necessary.

MAINTENANCE FRIENDLY: System requires no
routine maintenance or tune-ups.  In the event that
a service situation should occur, the system is easy to
trouble-shoot and can be serviced at RV dealers
throughout the the United States and Canada.

LIGHTWEIGHT COMPONENTS: The system
consists of lightweight components, including one con-
trol box, a control panel, two manifolds and an air com-
pressor.  Added weight to the coach is kept to a mini-
mum, increasing fuel economy.

COMPACT TOUCH-PANEL: Our compact touch-
panel houses the system controls.  The  panel mea-
sures only 3.5” by 5.1” and can be mounted virtually
anywhere in the coach, usually near the drivers seat
for operator convenience.
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NO-SINK LEVELING: Leveling mechanisms (air
bags) are located between the coach frame rails and
the axle housings.  Because there are no contact
points between the leveling mechanisms and the lev-
eling surface, there is no need to worry about levelers
sinking into the ground when leveling on soft surfaces.

HWH® BI-AXIS® LEVELING LOGIC:  Enables the
coach to be leveled by raising sides or ends of the
coach, using air bag pairs, as opposed to raising cor-
ners with a single air bag.  Works to keep the frame
rails in a common plane, reducing the possibility of
structure twist.

MANUAL LEVELEZE® OPTION - STANDARD:
For the coach owner that enjoys total control, we have
included the standard option of manual leveling.
The Leveleze®  Indicator Lights clearly guide the opera-
tor through the leveling process, indicating which side,
corner or end of the coach is low; thus, which air bag
combination should be utilized.  Manual control can al-
so be useful for dumping holding tanks.

HYDRAULIC LEVELING OPTION:  For the ulti-
mate in RV leveling, you can upgrade to our combina-
tion BI-AXIS® Computerized Air / Hydraulic Leveling
system.  This system features the same compact con-
trol panel with the option to level either hydraulically
(with hydraulic jacks) or with air.

Features & Benefits of HWH® Air Leveling


